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На рисунке 1 представлен аналитический расчет, проведенный в среде 
Mathcad. 
The force autotransformer is the important equipment for distribution of elec-
trical energy; students often have problems with its choice. In the studying help of 
material, the developed program at Department of Electric Power Systems of the 
Tomsk polytechnic university is offered. 
The provided program is written in the Delphi programming language allowing 
to create the user-friendly interface [1, 2]. 
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The program allows to realize the force autotransformer’s choice, and also to 
study theoretical material on this subject [3]. 
Analytical and program calculations based on specific data are further provid-
ed. 
In a figure 1 the analytical calculation which is carried out in the Mathcad is 
provided. 
 
Fig. 1. The analytical calculation 
In the figure 2 program calculation is presented. 
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Fig. 2. Program calculation 
After input of catalog data in the program the chosen equipment’s check is 
made. 
In the figure 3 the chosen equipment’s program check is presented. 
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Fig. 3. Check of the ATDTsTN-125000/330/110 autotransformer 
Apparently from check, the autotransformer doesn't approach in parameter the 
power of the lowest voltage winding Snn therefore it is necessary to choose the auto-
transformer of the bigger power (figure 4). 
 
Fig. 4. Check of the ATDTsTN-200000/330/110 autotransformer 
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В программе также предусмотрен теоретический материал с подробным 
описанием режимов работы силового автотрансформатора, открываемый кли-
ком по кнопке «Справка» (рисунок 5). 
The theoretical material with the detailed description of the power autotrans-
former’s operating modes opened by clicking the «Reference» button is also provided 
in the program (figure 5). 
 
Fig. 5. Connection of a reference material 
The submitted program can be used in educational process or for independent 
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